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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



The Byzantine Empire

"Eastern half of the Roman Empire, which survived for 
a thousand years after the western half had crumbled 
into various feudal kingdoms and which finally fell to 
Ottoman Turkish onslaughts in 1453"

[Encyclopaedia Britannica]

AD 1025



A Refined Culture...
Byzantine |ˈbizənˌtēn; bəˈzan-; -ˌtīn|

of an ornate artistic and architectural style that developed in 
the Byzantine Empire and spread esp. to Italy and Russia



... Is Being Bad-Mouthed
Byzantine |ˈbizənˌtēn; bəˈzan-; -ˌtīn|

of an ornate artistic and architectural style that developed in 
the Byzantine Empire and spread esp. to Italy and Russia
(of a system or situation) excessively complicated, typically 
involving a great deal of administrative detail
characterized by deviousness or underhanded procedure

A system showing arbitrary, even malicious behavior

[Mac OS Dictionary.app]

[Lamport et al., TOPLAS '82]



Background



(A)Synchronous Systems

Synchronous: all nodes proceed in agreed-on "rounds"

Messages sent and received within rounds

Asynchronous: steps occur at different times, speeds, 
and nodes

Obviously more realistic, but...

Impossible to achieve consensus on (even) a single bit
in an asynchronous system with one faulty node

Fundamentally, faults are indistinguishable from
unbounded delays

[Fischer et al., JACM '83]



Linearizability

Sequential consistency

"...the results of any execution is the same as if the 
operations of all the processors were executed in some 
sequential order, and the operations of each individual 
processor appear in this sequence in the order specified by 
its program."

[Lamport, IEEE Transactions on Computers '79]

Linearizability

Sequential consistency + respecting real-time order of events

[Herlihy & Wing, POPL '87]



Safety and Liveness
Safety: bad things do not happen

BFT: does not depend on synchrony

Liveness: good things happen eventually

BFT: depends on timing bounds, i.e., weak synchrony

delay(t) = o(t), i.e., delay does not grow faster than time

Note that there are different definitions of "bad things"

Fail stop: faulty nodes just stop — is this realistic?

Byzantine: anything can happen

E.g., drop, delay, duplicate, or re-order messages



Core Algorithm



Goal and Basic Idea

Goal: build a linearizable replicated state machine

Replicate for fault prevention, not for scalability/availability

Agree on operations and their order

Basic idea: get same statement from enough nodes
to know that non-faulty nodes are in same state

Assume 3f+1 nodes, with at most f faults

Assume signed messages

Assume deterministic behavior

Assume no systematic failures



The cf+1 of BFT

f+1 nodes

One node must be non-faulty, ensuring correct answer

2f+1 nodes

A majority of nodes must be non-faulty, providing quorum, 
i.e., locking in state of system

3f+1 nodes

A quorum must be available, even if f nodes are faulty



Properties of a Quorum

Intersection

A gets 2f+1 responses with value x

B gets 2f+1 responses with value y

Then: x=y because A and B must share ≥1 non-faulty node

Availability

With 3f+1 nodes, 2f+1 are non-faulty

ff f

1A
B



Overview of Core Algorithm

Client multicasts request to replicas

Primary assigns order, backups agree to order, quorum

Three phases: pre-prepare, prepare, and commit

Replicas execute requested operation, reply to client

Client waits for f+1 responses with same value

At least one response comes from a non-faulty node408 • M. Castro and B. Liskov

Fig. 1. Normal case operation: the primary (replica 0) assigns sequence number n to request m in
its current view v and multicasts a PRE-PREPARE message with the assignment. If a backup agrees
with the assignment, it multicasts a matching PREPARE message. When a replica receives messages
that agree with the assignment from a quorum, it sends a COMMIT message. Replicas execute m
after receiving COMMIT messages from a quorum.

Like PRE-PREPAREs, the PREPARE and COMMIT messages sent in the other phases
also contain n and v. A replica only accepts one of these messages provided that
it is in view v; that it can verify the authenticity of the message; and that n
is between a low water mark h and a high water mark H. The last condition
is necessary to enable garbage collection and to prevent a faulty primary from
exhausting the space of sequence numbers by selecting a very large one. We
discuss how H and h advance in Section 4.4.

A backup i accepts the PRE-PREPARE message provided (in addition to the
conditions above) it has not accepted a PRE-PREPARE for view v and sequence
number n containing a different digest. If a backup i accepts the PRE-PREPARE

and it has request m in its log, it enters the prepare phase by multicasting a
!PREPARE, v, n, D(m), i"!i message with m’s digest to all other replicas; in addi-
tion, it adds both the PRE-PREPARE and PREPARE messages to its log. Otherwise,
it does nothing. The PREPARE message signals that the backup agreed to assign
sequence number n to m in view v. We say that a request is pre-prepared at a
particular replica if the replica sent a PRE-PREPARE or PREPARE message for the
request.

Then each replica collects messages until it has a quorum certificate with the
PRE-PREPARE and 2 f matching PREPARE messages for sequence number n, view
v, and request m. We call this certificate the prepared certificate and we say
that the replica prepared the request. This certificate proves that a quorum
has agreed to assign number n to m in v. The protocol guarantees that it is not
possible to obtain prepared certificates for the same view and sequence number
and different requests.

It is interesting to reason why this is true because it illustrates one use of
quorum certificates. Assume that it were false and there existed two distinct
requests m and m# with prepared certificates for the same view v and sequence
number n. Then the quorums for these certificates would have at least one non-
faulty replica in common. This replica would have sent PRE-PREPARE or PREPARE

messages agreeing to assign the same sequence number to both m and m# in
the same view. Therefore, m and m# would not be distinct, which contradicts
our assumption.

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 20, No. 4, November 2002.

Execute



A View From a Client

Client multicasts request <REQUEST, o, t, c>c

o = operation, t = local timestamp, c = client id

Client collects replies <REPLY, v, t, c, i, r>i

v = view number, i = replica number, r = result

Client uses result from f+1 correct replies

Valid signatures

f+1 different values of i

But same t and r



There's Work to Do

Replica accepts <REQUEST, o, t, c>c

Ensures signature is valid

Logs request to track progress through algorithm



Pre-Prepare Phase

Primary multicasts <PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d>p

n = sequence number, d = digest of request

Proposes commit order for operation

Backups accept and log pre-prepare message

Signature is valid, d matches actual request

Backup is in view v

Backup has not accepted different message for n

Backups enter prepare phase



Prepare Phase

Backups multicast <PREPARE, v, n, d, i>i to all replicas

Replicas accept and log prepare messages

If signatures, v, n, and d match

Operation is prepared on replica #i iff

#i has pre-prepare msg and 2f matching prepare msgs

Once prepared, replica does ... ?



Are We There Yet? No!

Prepared certificate says “we agree on n for m in v”

Still need to agree on order across view changes

Alternative take

If prepared, replica #i knows there is a quorum

But messages can be lost etc., so others may not know

So, we still need to agree that we have quorum

Solution: one more phase

Once prepared, replica enters commit phase



Commit Phase

All replicas multicast <COMMIT, v, n, i>i

Also accept and log others' correct commit messages

Operation is committed on replica #i iff

Operation is prepared

Replica #i has 2f+1 matching commit messages (incl. own)

Once committed, replica is ready to perform operation

But only after all operations with lower sequence numbers 
have been performed



The Log

So far: log grows indefinitely

Clearly impractical

Now: periodically checkpoint the state

Each replica computes digest of state

Each replica multicasts digest across replicas

2f+1 such digests represent quorum (lock-in)

Can throw away log entries for older state,
which is captured in stable checkpoint



View Change Algorithm



Primary May Be Faulty

Goal: change view if no progress

View change is performed only for liveness

Primary selection is deterministic: primary = v mod |R|

Faulty nodes can be primary only for f views

Views overlap

Re-establish on-going operations by re-issuing
pre-prepare and prepare messages

Two algorithms

Based on public key cryptography [OSDI '99]

Based on replicas validating statements [OSDI '00, TOCS '02]



Let's Change the View

If primary appears faulty, stop with core algorithm

Backup multicasts <VIEW-CHANGE, v+1, n, C, P, i>i

n = sequence # of last stable checkpoint s

C = set of 2f+1 checkpoint messages, i.e., proof of s

P = set of sets Pm for each m prepared at i with seq# > n

Pm = 1 pre-prepare msg + 2f prepare messages



We Have a New View

Primary for v+1 collects 2f valid view-change msgs

As well as his own

Primary multicasts <NEW-VIEW, v+1, V, O>p

V = set of view-change messages

O = set of pre-prepare messages

After last stable checkpoint

Contained in at least one P of view-change messages

Use no-op for sequence number gaps



Some Contingencies

Replica #i does not have checkpoint

Retrieve from other replica

O is incorrect, e.g., contains no-op for prepared op

Validate O locally and reject incorrect new-view msg

We don't want to rely on public key cryptography

Study TOCS '02 paper in detail...



BFT in Practice



"Just a Library"

Substantial piece of code

8,500 lines of header files

13,000 lines of C++ code

Leverages already substantial SFS library

Simple interface

Client: init and invoke

Server: init, execute, and modify

nondet to agree on nondeterministic inputs

Real application: BFT version of NSF v2 called BFS

800 lines of header files, 2,500 lines of C code



Several Optimizations
Use symmetric cryptography (where possible)

Use private keys only to establish session keys

Send digest replies for large data items
Only need one copy

Execute requests without waiting for commit quorum
May be aborted on view change

Execute read-only requests even more eagerly
May fail in presence of concurrent writes

Represent state as partition tree
Recursively compute digest

Maintain checkpoints through copy-on-write



BFS vs. NFS

Andrew benchmark up to 22% slower
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Fig. 15. Andrew100 and Andrew500: elapsed time in seconds.

This modification violates strict UNIX file system semantics but is unlikely to
have adverse effects in practice.

8.2.2 Performance Without Recovery. We now analyze the performance of
BFS without view changes or proactive recovery. We start by presenting results
of experiments that ran with four replicas and later present results obtained
with seven replicas.

Andrew Benchmark. Figure 15 presents results for Andrew100 and An-
drew500 in a configuration with four replicas and one client machine. We report
the mean of three runs of the benchmark. The standard deviation was always
below 1% of the reported averages except for Phase 1 where it was as high
as 33%.

The comparison between BFS and NO-REP shows that the overhead of
Byzantine fault tolerance is low for this service—BFS takes only 14% more
time to run Andrew100 and 22% more time to run Andrew500. This slowdown
is smaller than the one measured with the microbenchmarks because the client
spends a significant fraction of the elapsed time computing between operations,
and operations at the server perform some computation. In addition, there are
a significant number of disk writes at the server in Andrew500. The overhead
is not uniform across the benchmark phases: it is 40% and 45% for the first
two phases and approximately 11% for the last three. The main reason for
this is a variation in the amount of time the client spends computing between
operations.

The comparison with NFS-STD shows that BFS can be used in practice; it
takes only 15% longer to complete Andrew100 and 24% longer to complete An-
drew500. The performance difference would be smaller if Linux implemented
NFS correctly. For example, the results in Castro [2001] show that BFS is 2%
faster than the NFS implementation in Digital UNIX, which implements the
correct semantics. The implementation of NFS on Linux does not ensure sta-
bility of modified data and metadata before replying to the client (as required
by the NFS protocol), whereas BFS ensures stability through replication.

PostMark. Figure 16 presents the throughput measured using PostMark.
The results are averages of three runs and the standard deviation was below 2%

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 20, No. 4, November 2002.



BFS vs. NFS (cont.)

PostMark benchmark only 13% less throughput

442 • M. Castro and B. Liskov

Fig. 16. PostMark: throughput in transactions per second.

of the reported value. The overhead of Byzantine fault tolerance is higher in this
benchmark: BFS’s throughput is 47% lower than NO-REP’s. This is explained
by a reduction on the computation time at the client relative to Andrew. What
is interesting is that BFS’s throughput is only 13% lower than NFS-STD’s.
The higher overhead is offset by an increase in the number of disk accesses
performed by NFS-STD in this workload.

More Replicas. We also ran Andrew100 in a configuration with seven repli-
cas ( f = 2). All replicas had a 600-MHz Pentium III processor and the client
had a 700-MHz Pentium III processor. The results show that improving the
resilience of the system by increasing the number of replicas from four to
seven does not degrade performance significantly: BFS with f = 2 is only 3%
slower than with f = 1. This outcome was predictable given the microbench-
mark results in the previous sections.

8.2.3 Performance with Recovery. Frequent proactive recoveries and key
changes improve resilience to faults by reducing the window of vulnerability,
but they also degrade performance. We ran Andrew to determine the mini-
mum window of vulnerability that can be achieved without overlapping re-
coveries. Then we configured the replicated file system to achieve this win-
dow, and measured the performance degradation relative to a system without
recoveries.

The implementation of the proactive recovery mechanism is complete ex-
cept that we are simulating the secure coprocessor, the read-only memory, and
the watchdog timer in software. We are also simulating fast reboots. The Lin-
uxBIOS project [Minnich 2000] has been experimenting with replacing the
BIOS by Linux. They claim to be able to reboot Linux in 35 s (0.1 s to get
the kernel running and 34.9 to execute scripts in /etc/rc.d) [Minnich 2000].
This means that in a suitably configured machine we should be able to reboot in
less than a second. Replicas simulate a reboot by sleeping either 1 or 30 seconds
and calling msync to invalidate the service-state pages (this forces reads from
disk the next time they are accessed).

Recovery Time. The time to complete recovery determines the minimum
window of vulnerability that can be achieved without overlaps. We measured

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 20, No. 4, November 2002.



Proactive Recovery

Adds up to another 27% over basic BFT

So, why do it?

444 • M. Castro and B. Liskov

Fig. 17. Andrew: elapsed time in seconds with and without proactive recoveries.

and BFS-PR[1.5] is only 27% slower (even though every 15 s one replica starts
a recovery). The overhead of proactive recovery in Andrew500 is even lower:
BFS-PR[10.5] is 2% slower than BFS.

There are several reasons why recoveries have a low impact on performance.
The most obvious is that recoveries are staggered such that there is never more
than one replica recovering; this allows the remaining replicas to continue pro-
cessing client requests. But it is necessary to perform a view change whenever
recovery is applied to the current primary and the clients cannot obtain further
service until the view change completes. These view changes are inexpensive
because a primary multicasts a VIEW-CHANGE message just before its recovery
starts and this causes the other replicas to move to the next view immediately.

9. RELATED WORK

There is a large body of research on replication but the earlier work did not
provide an adequate solution for building systems that can tolerate software
bugs, operator mistakes, or malicious attacks.

9.1 Replication with Benign Faults

Much research on replication has focused on techniques that tolerate benign
faults (e.g., Alsberg and Day [1976], Gifford [1979], Schneider [1982], Oki and
Liskov [1988], Lamport [1989], Liskov et al. [1991], and Keidar and Dolev [1996,
1998]): this work assumes replicas fail by stopping or by omitting some steps.
This assumption is not valid with software bugs, operator mistakes, or mali-
cious attacks. For example, an attacker can replace the code of a faulty replica
to make it behave arbitrarily. Furthermore, services with mutable state may
return incorrect replies when a single replica fails because this replica may
propagate corrupt information to the others. Consequently, replication may de-
crease resilience to these types of faults because the probability of incorrect
service behavior increases with the number of replicas.

Viewstamped replication [Oki and Liskov 1988] and Paxos [Lamport 1989]
use a combination of primary-backup [Alsberg and Day 1976] and quorum
[Gifford 1979] techniques to tolerate benign faults in an asynchronous system.
They use a primary to assign sequence numbers to requests and they replace

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 20, No. 4, November 2002.



What Do You Think?


